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Name: ________________________________

Directions: Read each list in 15 seconds or less without errors. Repeat lists until mastered.

List 61

1. independent ____
2. regional ____
3. communication ____
4. misunderstanding ____
5. residential ____
6. internet ____
7. caterpillar ____
8. quickly ____
9. concerning ____
10. occupied ____
11. accommodate ____
12. mansion ____
13. direction ____
14. congressional ____
15. experimental ____
16. intersection ____
17. yesterday ____
18. document ____
19. measuring ____
20. generated ____

Check off readings
1st: _____ Mastered ★
2nd: _____
3rd: _____

Timed readings in seconds (optional)
Time 1: _____ sec., Time 2: _____ sec.

List 62

1. friction ____
2. doubtful ____
3. gravity ____
4. decisions ____
5. challenges ____
6. oxygen ____
7. height ____
8. depth ____
9. width ____
10. difficulty ____
11. satellite ____
12. regularly ____
13. rotations ____
14. visible ____
15. reflection ____
16. ingredient ____
17. searching ____
18. hydrogen ____
19. thorough ____
20. instrumental ____

Check off readings
1st: _____ Mastered ★
2nd: _____
3rd: _____

Timed readings in seconds (optional)
Time 1: _____ sec., Time 2: _____ sec.
Name: ____________________________

Directions: Read each list in 15 seconds or less without errors. Repeat lists until mastered.

### List 63
1. scientists
2. failure
3. positive
4. crater
5. regular
6. accident
7. gradually
8. processing
9. atmosphere
10. temperature
11. increased
12. effects
13. naturally
14. generation
15. activities
16. greenhouse
17. quite
18. extinct
19. naturally
20. whatsoever

Check off readings
1st: _____ Mastered ★
2nd: _____
3rd: _____

Timed readings in seconds (optional)
Time 1: ______ sec., Time 2: ______ sec.

### List 64
1. occurring
2. increasing
3. what's
4. sections
5. displayed
6. largest
7. decreasing
8. theirs
9. humid
10. allergy
11. humidity
12. thinking
13. invisible
14. transport
15. learning
16. transportation
17. representation
18. dishonesty
19. throughout
20. statements

Check off readings
1st: _____ Mastered ★
2nd: _____
3rd: _____

Timed readings in seconds (optional)
Time 1: ______ sec., Time 2: ______ sec.
Name: ________________________________

Directions: Read each list in 15 seconds or less without errors. Repeat lists until mastered.

**List 65: Review**

**Words from Lists 61–64**

1. failure ____
2. occurring ____
3. learning ____
4. yesterday ____
5. decisions ____
6. concerning ____
7. dishonesty ____
8. sections ____
9. quickly ____
10. throughout ____
11. doubtful ____
12. invisible ____
13. quite ____
14. museum ____
15. regular ____
16. thinking ____
17. what’s ____
18. height ____
19. whatsoever ____
20. misunderstanding ____

Check off readings
1st: _____ Mastered ★
2nd: _____
3rd: _____

Timed readings in seconds (optional)

Time 1: _____ sec., Time 2: _____ sec.
Name: __________________________________________

Directions: Read each list in 15 seconds or less without errors. Repeat lists until mastered.

List 66

1. reliable ____
2. century ____
3. anxious ____
4. seldom ____
5. identical ____
6. require ____
7. questions ____
8. combine ____
9. thought ____
10. miniature ____
11. sliver ____
12. gigantic ____
13. hemisphere ____
14. straight ____
15. business ____
16. electricity ____
17. beverage ____
18. challenge ____
19. strategy ____
20. accomplish ____

Check off readings
1st: ____ Mastered ★
2nd: ____
3rd: ____

Timed readings in seconds (optional)
Time 1: _____ sec., Time 2: _____ sec.

List 67

1. major ____
2. I've ____
3. global ____
4. seasonal ____
5. approximate ____
6. access ____
7. impressive ____
8. gradually ____
9. impatiently ____
10. achievement ____
11. there's ____
12. retire ____
13. industry ____
14. sincerely ____
15. intercept ____
16. presented ____
17. precious ____
18. independent ____
19. assume ____
20. identify ____

Check off readings
1st: ____ Mastered ★
2nd: ____
3rd: ____

Timed readings in seconds (optional)
Time 1: _____ sec., Time 2: _____ sec.
Name: __________________________________________

Directions: Read each list in 15 seconds or less without errors. Repeat lists until mastered.

List 68

1. minerals _____
2. emotional _____
3. matter _____
4. gravity _____
5. capacity _____
6. temperature _____
7. flooding _____
8. through _____
9. researching _____
10. effective _____
11. experiment _____
12. volume _____
13. fossil _____
14. particles _____
15. occurring _____
16. causing _____
17. drought _____
18. machines _____
19. mechanical _____
20. observing _____

Check off readings
1st: _____ Mastered ★
2nd: _____
3rd: _____

Timed readings in seconds (optional)
Time 1: _____ sec., Time 2: _____ sec.

List 69

1. beaker _____
2. imagine _____
3. possibility _____
4. imagination _____
5. probably _____
6. complicated _____
7. personally _____
8. residents _____
9. partly _____
10. atmosphere _____
11. since _____
12. usually _____
13. cooperation _____
14. which _____
15. industry _____
16. engage _____
17. nevertheless _____
18. meteorite _____
19. release _____
20. received _____

Check off readings
1st: _____ Mastered ★
2nd: _____
3rd: _____

Timed readings in seconds (optional)
Time 1: _____ sec., Time 2: _____ sec.
Name: ______________________________________

Directions: Read each list in 15 seconds or less without errors. Repeat lists until mastered.

List 70: Review
Words from Lists 66–69

1. partly ____
2. causing ____
3. machines ____
4. occurring ____
5. questions ____
6. probably ____
7. received ____
8. since ____
9. imagine ____
10. usually ____
11. nevertheless ____
12. volume ____
13. through ____
14. which ____
15. there's ____
16. I've ____
17. business ____
18. engage ____
19. reliable ____
20. impatiently ____

Check off readings
1st: _____ Mastered ★
2nd: _____
3rd: _____

Timed readings in seconds (optional)
Time 1: ______ sec., Time 2: ______ sec.